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About This Game

Nubs' Adventure is platforming action and exploration combined with an intriguing story and a vast world to explore!

Nubs' Adventure is an exploratory platformer in which you help Nubs rebuild his house after it was destroyed by the evil Reds.
But Nubs is not alone! With him on his journey are his friends: the tiny wisp Ally and a huge worm named Brute.

Explore four different world, each with their own secrets, enemies and traps. Control Nubs, as well as the wisp Ally and the
worm Brute. Fight the evil Reds in epic boss fights. Solve puzzles and collect diamonds to rebuild your house in this oustanding

platforming adventure!

Four regions with different environments, traps and enemies

Three controllable characters

Metroidvania-style interconnected world

Epic boss fights

Lots of puzzles to solve and secrets to find

Awesome soundtrack featuring 9 tracks
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Game controller support
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Title: Nubs' Adventure
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
IMakeGames
Publisher:
IMakeGames
Release Date: 12 Oct, 2015
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English,German
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For someone that never leaves their house and is very isolated, this is the perfect game to enjoy outdoor activities, not feel
alone, and appreciate nature more than the real deal!

Improvements over Job Simulator:

*Has a story.

*Robots have more personality and individuality.

*Areas have more space to explore and offer more to do than Job Simulator.

*Simulates vacationing better than Job Simulator simulates jobs.

*Simulates something fun.

*Adds more "lore" to the "Human uprising of 2027".

*Has more replay value.. There is nothing wrong about this game you can pick it up and have fun and that's just great... :) nice
music too. A pretty unique concept for a game - got to love that these days.

I found the learning curve a little high but persevere and you will be rewarded with a ton of fun. Lots of great humor in the
space junk too.

. VERY Simple, quick and easy game. Good to play during lunch time at the office.. Fn awesome game!. maybe if i read the
instructions i might how to start the game but as is i have no idea what the hell im doing it should be simple as press where you
want to go to and boom youll there and every button my laptop isnt and also on my controller even do it work just fine on others
game. I am all for survival games but this one is a waste of my money and time. My only regret was that i did not know about
steam refunds until the time period to request it had passed.

Game is full of glitches and crashes, and has little to no guidelines on how to play.

This review has been edited to be much less critical in light of a friendly and calm dev who took the time to write a response to
my clearly negative review. I commend him for doing so.

Additionally, the idea of this game is so awesome, even though i had a completely terrible time, i will attempt to play it again in
the future with high hopes it will be playable for me. We shall see..
20个小时，让我杀那么多可爱的大宝贝儿去救那么丑的亲生就算了！结果救出来的甚至是个臭狗屎大叔！？我要报警了！我绝对不轻易咽下这口塞在嘴里的臭狗屎！不！. This game is
very addictive, fun, challenging and pretty. I'm normally not a fan of big pixels style but here it works somehow. Combine that
with a simple, yet suprisingly effective story, and you've got something really worth its small price. Also there' an endless arcade
mode and co-op, thought for some reason my other controller refused to work.
My score: solid 7.5/10. games lots of bug
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Mmmhhh... Of course not! I cannot recommend in this state, even if EA.

1. where's the zoom? Units too small, as well as descriptions of units.
2. AI thinking... thinking... very much: over 180\/240 seconds!

I hope that the developers work well, because the game has potential.. A very fun, satisfying, and addicting game!. Great mod,
voices need to be changed over along with a lot of other things, but apart from that its awesome, My only issue at the moment is
the crashing out of the blue half way through a game.. A thrilling and unique experience! This game has so much to offer. From
battling tough enemies to finding your perfect lover, this game has it all. You may team up with other fellow players or go
completely solo, the choice is yours. Equip cosmetics to make your character look cool, pets for buffs, battle pets for an extra
hand, and weapons that will burn, freeze, slice and dice, pierce, stab, cast, and shoot your enemies into oblivion!

This game has an intensive zodiac system and deep lore as well. It's really neat, and you can explore and learn more about zodiac
signs all while play the game!

The gameplay is fun and the graphics are what you'd expect from an MMO RPG, but the grind for leveling is extremely slow
and is super time consuming. However it's a lot of fun if you team up with friends.

Very fun to play with friends 9/10. I first saw this game from the game grumps playing a few levels, They were having such a
blast and it was amusing to watch. So once i put some funds into steam I prchased the game and I was not disappointed.
The game is really fun and is a smorgesburg of fun, devouring everything in your path is just insane!
The gameplay is simple to pick up, the game is pretty good

Though the music is rather unfitting at times, seriously who has celtic music for a game about a fish that can go to 300 feet and
devous everything in its path as it swims around leaving a path of destrction and agony on the marine life and any person caught
on a boat?! But overall the design of it is cute, hilarious and pretty much a blast to play.. much better than fallout 76. It's just a
movie. No sweet action scenes. 2/10. This is an excellent skill-based roguelite. The gameplay is limited-map killing and looting
with a twin-stick feel... but more involved than just blowing stuff up. The enemies are seriously dangerous and take dodging and
shooting to kill. With the 'harpoon to remove limbs' mechanic I'm thinking it's like got a really good boss fight feeling. There
are cool run-limited upgrades for your character. I suspect that character unlocks will be happening and be permanent, I can't
wait to find out by playing more!. just.....no
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